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Hello,
I am writing to tell you that I oppose HB 3063, the bill to end all nonmedical vaccine exemptions for Oregon schoolchildren.

I am a concerned citizen and mother of two children ages 6 and 4 years old. My
children are currently under Religious exemption and in a public charter school that is
based out of our home and yet we still are blessed to have an assigned teacher and
field trips with other local children in this charter school system.
If this were to pass we would be forced to move from Oregon since BOTH my children
are genetically predisposed to autism and cannot be immunized, and YET no "modern
Dr." will consider their genetics and the advances in science behind genetics, to be
enough of a medical reason to not vaccinate them or protect them under medical

stagnate, the more we learn about genetics,
predisposition to diseases, and autoimmunity/mental disorders should
ABSOLUTELY be a considering factor in who vaccines are safe for
and who they are not safe for.
exemption. Science is NOT

There has NEVER been a double blind saline placebo controlled study done on vaccine
safety. Never. This is a process that ALL other pharmacy drugs must go through. The
following link is proof for the previous statement, all attached sources come directly from
the FDA and CDC themselves.
http://icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/whitepapers/ICAN%20Reply%20%20December%2031%2C%202018.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR0cKRUVungjpqC9cYBrYJNsZBuglSku9iqo_cFva5ACzHIvgeLcX6EqT2s
I am not anti vaccine, I am not pro vaccine. I am Pro medical freedom and freedom of
choice. It is our American right to have the freedom of choice in raising our children.
Vaccines are NOT a one size fits all medicine, what one vaccine/dose might benefit one
child that same vaccine/dose can injure or kill another. Approving and mandating vaccines
without proper safety studies and rigorous analysis is dangerous.
7.5% of kindergarteners file an exemption form, they could be exempt from ONE
vaccine, not ALL vaccines. Most of them will continue to vaccinate at a later
date. Only 2.7% of Oregon schoolchildren currently hold a philosophical or religious
exemption, meaning that scientifically we already have high community immunity to
disease. Therefore, there’s no reason to take away parental rights to those using
non-medical exemptions.
The measles cases since January of 2019 in Oregon is 4. Three of which were
confirmed to have stayed home during their infection and held NO RISK of public
exposures.
Measles cases still happen even when vaccine rates are at their peak. The chart
from the CDC shows that this current outbreak of measles is not out of the norm for
the disease. And in fact they admitted that the strand of measles that was being

spread in fact was the strand from the vaccine itself. So those who were newly
vaccinated were the cause for the spread of the disease.
Please, again I ask you to oppose this bill in preservation of our American rights to
FREEDOM of medical choice. Social media outlets are banning, erasing and censoring
anything that goes against pro vaccination. This is CENSORSHIP, the start of
DICTATORSHIP and is NOT the American way we all have been blessed to be a
part of.
What if this was about a different topic such as abortion?! What if abortion information was
being censored or they made all abortions banned and made illegal their would be a HUGE
uproar and riots/movements due to lack of medical freedom/choice!
This is hypocritical.
If you are OK with mandating the medical rights of people and are for this bill, remember this
moment when you gave away women, children and families freedom of medical choice...when a
future bill comes around to wipe out a freedom you are passionate about.
Again is is not “pro or anti” vaccine, this is simply about our Americans rights to live in
Freedom.
Thank you for your time,
Keisten Hayes

